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EDITORIAL
Lest One Good Custom
So, this is the last Editorial I shall write as Editor
of Seizure: hereafter, other Editors will impart their
thoughts to you (assuming they write Editorials and
you read them) and shape the future of the Journal.
Something I started I now have to let go of and trust
to others. Is that really possible?
Of course it is. Seizure has come a long way in
13 years and I am proud to have been part of the
development process, from the early days of having
to write most of it and imploring friends to do like-
wise to the latter days when we have to turn down
good papers because there just is not room for them.
Assuming that an Editor is not deluding himself (I
do wonder sometimes) just how much influence does
he (or she) have over the content of a Journal? Ini-
tially, apart from that he or she writes most of it, he
or she is trying to frame its identity: it must be suf-
ficiently like other Journals that people will read it,
but sufficiently unlike others that it makes its own
identity and attracts new readers and new ideas. Al-
though epilepsy is the commonest serious neurologi-
cal disorder and has always been with us the epilepsy
audience in Europe is an embarrassingly small one.
It may well be that we medics have kept it artifi-
cially small and concentrated too much on certain
aspects of epilepsy at the expense of others (and,
therefore, ourselves). I certainly think so and have
said as much in Editorials and been criticised for
doing so.
But I think Seizure has attracted a different audience
(but not lost too many of the old) and has shown that
nurses, psychologists and social scientists have a valid
contribution to make to epilepsy and must continue to
be both readers of and contributors to the journal as
well as medical scientists and practitioners. We need
the contribution of both if epilepsy knowledge and
practice is to continue to develop.
We must remain strong and united under the threats
that we face from government and self serving politi-
cians as we struggle to maintain epilepsy in its right-
ful place in the centre of medical and social atten-
tion. For, as we make our living, we should never
forget that it is people with epilepsy that we repre-
sent and work for. I was privileged to be Editor of
this Journal during the change from one millennium
to another and commented, then, on how at the start
of the year 1000 an Anglo Saxon would have re-
garded the next 1000 years as secure and prosper-
ous: and yet within 70 years his world view would
be shattered with a future very different from the one
he would have been contemplating 66 years before
(if there was millennial anxiety in 1000—opinions
differ). And yet, from out of that shattered world, a
new language and a new empire emerged: the lan-
guage is still with us plus memories and fringes of the
empire.
It may be that Journals as we currently know them
will soon disappear and you will receive the equivalent
by email (or on your mobile phone) and will only
download the papers that pertain to your subject and
which you want to read. That would be convenient
but perhaps a pity: because it is often the paper which
is off your subject or only very distantly related to
it which is the most intriguing or which sets up new
trains of thought or research: I have always tried to
ensure that whatever our discipline papers in Seizure
have something to communicate to all of us. Until
recently we had a rewriting service so that authors
from less privileged countries, their English corrected,
who had something useful to say, would still be heard.
I hope this will continue even as our rejection rate
inexorably rises (you will have noted that American
or English spelling and usage has been acceptable to
Seizure—although not a mixture of the two in the same
paper!).
Seizure has survived the early difficult years, has
come of age and is established and ready for fur-
ther change and development, with a secure future.
A good time to bow out. Let me close with one last
quotation:
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Do not go gentle into that goodnight.
But rage, rage against the dying of the light.
Dylan Thomas
I finish with the adjoining brief paper: it won’t be
the last (pregnancy papers to come over the next 2–3
years) but it illustrates (note no references) a little
trodden path of epilepsy care.
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